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Abstract—Gossip algorithm has been applied in static ad hoc networks, in particular Wireless Sensor Network (WSN). The application of the gossip algorithm can serve as membership selection protocol, information dissemination, and network topology. The advantage of gossip algorithm can be implemented on mobile services including ad hoc network between fishing vessels called Vessel Messaging System (VMeS). VMeS is an ad hoc solution for vessels with 30 gross tonnages in Indonesia due to high operating costs for traditional fisherman; it means communication among fishing vessels were not installed with Vessel Monitoring System (VMS). This paper compares the performance results of two routing protocols in VMeS environment. To accomplish our goals, we selected three performance metrics: delay, throughput, and Packet Delivery Fraction (PDF). We performed simulations of two ad hoc routing protocols: AODV and AODV+G using NS-2.35. It shows that AODV+G only has average delay 20% better with 10 nodes in simulation 200 s both data rate, and other metrics show almost the same results. This indicates the possible implemented in AODV+G routing protocol in VMeS. Although, its need a way to improve delay performance to become optimum.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Food and Agriculture Organization recommends monitoring system of fishing vessels position satellite-based to prevent illegal fishing is called VMS, installed in particular for vessels more than 24 meters long (more than 300 gross tonnage). This system provides useful information which previously provided by vessel operators (Fig. 1). VMS is a monitoring system for position tracking satellite-based among fishing vessels, which is near real time (less than 30 minutes). Therefore, VMS can provide valuable information, in particularly fishing industry [1].

However, problems arise when a fishing vessel is not installed with VMS, due high operational costs for traditional fisherman with 30 gross tonnages. This situation experienced by many fishing vessels in the northern coast of Java, Indonesia. To communicate among them, they required an ad hoc network, i.e. a network consists of nodes which have the wireless links and work independently, self-organizing and configuring of fixed infrastructure. They operate both as communication end-points as well as routers, and enabling multihop communication [2].

Fig. 1. Vessel monitoring system [3].

One of the alternative solutions has establish a simple communication among fishing vessels for text information exchange called Vessel Messaging System (VMeS). Supporting ad hoc network in VMeS, [4] applied routing protocol AODV and analyzed the performance. Past more than five years, many authors proposed gossip algorithm approach in wireless sensor networks, in which distribution of information more efficient than flooding methods. There is an opportunity implement gossip algorithm in ad hoc maritime communication. Therefore, authors compare the performance of routing protocol when implemented in VMeS.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Vessel Messaging System

VMeS is a communication system based fishing vessel data transmitted over a radio channel HF/VHF. This system consists of an electronic message control center (base station), HF/VHF radio modem, and electronic messaging terminals installed on fishing vessel (Fig.2). The electronic message control center could help fishing vessels with send valuable message. The message can be information about position, location of fishing, fuel condition, sea water temperature, ocean salinity, and SOS signal for fishing vessels that surpass zone or fishing area of territory's country [5].
There is a research that has been done in developing Vessel Messaging System as a system of information exchange among fishing vessels with Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV), Dynamic Source Routing (DSR), and Destination-Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV) protocols. The simulation used NS-2 with 5 to 30 nodes, 802.11b protocol; three data rates 5.4 Mbps, 11 Mbps, and 54 Mbps has been done by applying existed routing protocols such as AODV, DSDV and DSR. Data analysis was based on Quality of Service (QoS) i.e. delay, throughput, and packet delivery fraction (PDF). This research has shown that an increasing number of connected nodes in a network, it causes delay of data transmission will be greater; data packets lost and percentage of successful reception of data will be smaller [4].

![Diagram of Vessel Messaging System](image)

Another previous studies for supporting communication among fishing vessels VMeS, has reported that built an interactive service web-based to know the position of vessels and messages between user's VMeS (family, government, ship owners) and fishermen at sea. It is recommended that bandwidth on web server is 96 kbps (upload) and 512 kbps (download), with access time 18:08 seconds. Refer to the test results, access time is not more than 20 seconds if the number of users 15 [6].

Another studies suggested that modem performance in VMeS introduced in low speed data transmission (about 30 to 120 characters per second). Modem performance includes error rate due to noise effects, the sequence of radio channel utilization time and test on ad hoc mode. Based on the test result, the modem can resist to noise until 4 dB signal to noise ratio. The length of data is chosen between 24 and 160 characters for compatibility with SMS system and time efficiency. Modem work in an ad hoc network mode with an intermediary node [7]. Also, [8] implemented SMS service from cellular technology. To synchronize this service in VMeS, SMS gateway and database system must be built. Refer to experiment that held in the sea, Rembang (Central of Java), data can be received well in receiver until 10 kilometers.

**B. Gossip Based Routing Protocol**

Gossip algorithm is a distributed algorithm, for exchange of information, and computational nodes on random network arbitrary. Because the network is temporary, many nodes join and leave the network; consequently it requires a robust algorithm [9].

Previous studies reported gossip algorithm implementation with the existing protocols such as AODV, and Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) compared with the AODV flooding method, where each node forward a message with some probability [9]. The results indicated that nodes receive message depend on the probability of gossip and network topology. [9] has considered the probability of 0.6 till 0.8 to ensure each node receives a message for each execution. Simulation used NS-2, with IEEE 802.11 as a MAC layer protocol, consisting of 150 nodes. The simulation shows that gossip algorithm can reduce control traffic up to 35% compared to flooding and there is a significant increase in performance for all metrics [10].

A considerable other study has been published about routing protocol that implements gossip algorithm is AODV+G. This routing protocol is probabilistic and scalable broadcast protocol because it can significantly reduce the communication overhead compared to flooding protocol in dynamic systems [10]. This study also compares the performance of AODV+G, AODV and DSR protocols to determine which one is best and analyze the strengths and weaknesses in the design and performance of critical consideration. The performance metrics evaluated are packet delivery fraction, average end-to-end delay, routing overhead, normalized routing load, throughput, and average node energy usage. Simulations performed NS-2 (ns-version 2.32), where the network consists of 50 nodes and 150 nodes, with IEEE 802.11b protocol. The results of the study stated that the performance of DSR very well on small networks in most traffic mobility, AODV and DSR show the routing overhead are high that consumes more energy than AODV+G. Therefore, AODV+G is efficient as a promising protocol for high traffic and movement of nodes on the situation of large-scale networks with probability 0.65. However, AODV+G require improvement in throughput that can be received on wireless applications [9].

Gossip algorithm proposed also as a strategy or method of routing protocols in a decentralized network, where each node communicates with other nodes in a wireless channel, and forwards data to another node [12]. In the gossip routing protocol, network development in the form of static, where each node knows its parent and a node can only transmit data packets to only its three parents. Although a node becomes a parent, but it has to follow certain strategies for reducing burden. Gossip routing protocol is proposed as a proactive protocol with multiple treatments (Fig. 3).

There is another study by [13], proposed regional gossip routing, that show reduced overhead of routing protocol. The simulation results that the number of messages generated is less than simple global flooding (up to 94%). The authors
propose ellipse factor as foci of ellipse between source vertex and target vertex. Also, the absence of information neighbors (location) is better using a fixed probability (gossip) then followed by flooding method in the cluster network [14]. Another considerable routing protocol has been published by [15], which proposed a new routing protocol Adaptive Gossip-based Ad Hoc Routing (AGAR). The simulation results stated that AGAR delivers better performance than AODV+G, which is decreases routing load 29.2% and average end-to-end delay 54.5%. Moreover, it increases throughput 2.7%.

Fig. 3. Wireless ad hoc sensor network static deployment scenario [12].

III. SIMULATION

A. Simulation Environment and Performance Metrics

We simulated AODV and AODV+G routing protocol using NS-2.35 and compare these protocols in VMeS environment. The authors used IEEE 802.11b for physical and medium access. The simulation modeled networks of mobile nodes placed randomly within a 1000m x 1000m area. The number of nodes is 10, 15, and 20 nodes as a representation of fishing vessels at the chosen speed from 0 to 11 m/sec and no pause time. The radio propagation model used shadowing and range each node is 250 meters. The simulation conducted in 200 seconds with data rate 5.4 and 11 Mbps. For AODV+G, gossip threshold is approximately 0.65.

Consider the following three performance metrics:

- **Delay**: the time was required by a node to send data packet from source to the destination node during the simulation process. Delay is determined by calculating the time difference between sending and receiving packets divided by the total number of receiving packet [4].
- **Throughput**: the rate of information arriving at and possibly passing through, a particular point in the network system. This is an actual data rate of source node send data packet to destination node in a certain time and network condition [4].
- **Packet Delivery Fraction (PDF)**: the ratio of total data packets successfully received to total ones sent by the CBR source [16].

B. Results

The simulation results as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation time (s)</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>200</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Nodes</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AODV</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay (ms)</td>
<td>5.74</td>
<td>8.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throughput (packet/s)</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDF (%)</td>
<td>99.78</td>
<td>99.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AODV+G</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay (ms)</td>
<td>6.85</td>
<td>6.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throughput (packet/s)</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDF (%)</td>
<td>99.53</td>
<td>99.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both tables plotted in graphics and this can be seen in Fig. 4 till 6. It is obvious in Fig. 4, that an increasing number of connected nodes in network, it causes a delay of data transmission will be greater. Generally, AODV has less delay than AODV+G. However, there is an interesting result, that AODV+G routing protocol performs average delay 20% better than AODV, 10 nodes simulation 200 s in both data rate. This is because the gossip protocol only sends a message to the selected node in a group of 10 nodes and it causes small propagation delay. But, more than 10 nodes, the delay become increased.
As shown in Figure 5, both routing protocols perform almost the same results, which indicate that throughput is running well. It means AODV + G could implement in VMeS in case no significant difference results compare AODV.

Figure 6 illustrates the results of PDF, in general, both routing protocols perform same results in both data rates. It displays the more number of nodes, PDF value will decrease. The average of PDF in AODV is 99%, meanwhile AODG+G is 99.28%. It means AODV+G is better than AODV. In particular, 11 Mbps data rate, AODV+G shows better approximately 0.54% than AODV. It means the ratio total data packets was received in destination node and sent by the source in AODV+G is better than AODV.

Figure 4. Delay comparison.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The main objective of this study was to measure the performance of two ad hoc routing protocols (AODV and AODV+G) under two different data rate: 5.4 and 11 Mbps. To achieve the goals, we have simulated these protocols using ns-2.32. The simulation analysis results allowed us to find that the performance of AODV +G is almost the same as AODV. Although in particular 10 connected nodes AODV+G has the smallest delay in 5.4 and 11 Mbps simulation 200 s. AODV+G is a promising and efficient protocol for node movement situations. The results of this research support evaluation of gossip algorithm to provide dissemination information while implemented in the fishing vessel network. It concludes that AODV+G can be implemented in VMeS in 10 nodes to achieve minimum delay and maximum PDF.

Our immediate future improvement of this project would investigate other gossip routing protocol, for instance Adaptive Gossip-based Routing Algorithm (AGAR) [15], Regional Gossip [17], Concentration-driven Gossiping AODV (CG-AODV) [18] to find out which protocol is more suitable in VMeS environment.
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